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FBI NA AND DAS MEMORIES  INTERNATIONAL AIR SKYJACK 

When I retired from the Army in 1984, I joined the Administrative 

Department of Security DAS, Intelligence agency of  the Presidency of the 

Republic, initially as Deputy Director of the Higher Academy of Intelligence 

in Aquimindia and in 1985 as Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence. 

In that year the FARC kidnapped four Missionaries of New Tribes of 

Colombia, US citizens for whom they were asking for US$ 5,000,000 ransom, 

threatening to kill them 

 

 

General Miguel Maza, Director of the DAS ordered me to contact the Legal 

Attaché of the United States Embassy Donald Cubisson (FBI) and support the 

operations for the victims rescue. Then  I designed a Special Operation that 



was approved and working shoulder to shoulder with the LEGAT we achieved 

the safe and sound liberation of the missionaries, without paying ransom. 

 

The American Government invited me to attend the FBI National Academy in 

Quántico, Virginia to advance Session 145 in 1986, a course until then 

exclusively for National Police Officers. 

 



 

 

 

Since then, as a graduate, I am part of the FBI NAA, an organization that 

brings together around 28,000 Officers from more than 100 countries in the 

world. 

In 1987 I participated in the founding of the Latin American and Caribbean 

Chapter in Aruba and for over twenty years I was an officer in the positions of 

Secretary Treasurer, Vice President, President, Past President and Executive 

Secretary Treasurer, obtaining the nomination of the retraining for Colombia , 

which was carried out with great success in Cartagena in May 2010 with the 

support and sponsorship of General Oscar Naranjo, Director of the National 

Police. 

 



 

 

The FBINAA has been very positive for the development of inter-agency and 

personal relationships of graduate officers from around the world; A great 

experience was on May 23, 1988 when Gonzalo Carreño Nieto hijacked an 

Avianca plane with a gun and a grenade that turned out to be a toy, the aircraft 

was diverted to Medellin and Panama as the hijacker intended to be taken to 

Cuba, then He flew to Aruba and the authorities led by Commissioner Roland 

Peterson attended the crisis incident (The previous year we had created the 

Latin American and Caribbean Chapter of the FBI NAA on the island). 

Having established the tactical position and when contacting the kidnapper, in 

the case of a Colombian plane, Roland called me on the phone, made contact 

and handled the incident directly between my CIAES office (Information 

Center for Anti-extortion and Kidnapping of the General Command of the 

Military Forces) and the Aruba Police, advancing the necessary coordination 

with other committed agencies and this came to a happy end with the capture 

of the criminal even though he got off at the begining of the runway of the 



Cartagena airport where the Police already had provided the respective 

perimeter control. The Operational success was a result of the quick reaction, 

to share the information and direct coordination through the net that we 

formed for the support to our respective countries. Thanks to the Lord of the 

Armies we had the great opportunity to receive the training in the National 

Academy of the FBI and to enter this great family of world coverage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdIFni_6glE la toma de  la embajada 
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